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IRON TO THIS

SIT & EAT
BRITTANY RUNS A MARATHON- A film
about a 20something who decides to
change her life and lose weight - sassy,
intelligent and funny. A Bridget Jones
like film where it's all about Brittany
and loving herself rather than all about
men. Refreshing! AMAZON PRIME
PERMISSION - The Captain of the
Iranian Football team is banned from
travelling by her husband. She didn't get
his permission. Iranian film that will
leave you thinking WTF! Released 22.11

DATE NIGHT
PRIVATE LIFE- This is a gem - a couple
in their 40s are on that brutal IVF jourey.
Insightful, funny and honest. Paul
Giamatti (Billions) and Kathryn Hahn are
pitch perfect as the couple. NETFLIX
A "family" where no one is who they claim
to be. It starts with a petty thief saving a
child and risking the families life of
crime. See a different side of Japanese
society. SKY MOVIES

WINE & CUT THE
CHAT/HOW HAVE I NOT
SEEN THIS?
DOGMAN - This film is based on a real life crime that took place in Italy. A
gentle dog groomer is terrorised by the local town bully. It is surprising and
striking - the opening and closing scenes burn into your psyche. From the
same writer as Gomorrah. This is gritty, with dark humour and an interesting
look at human pack mentality.SKY MOVIES
BOY ERASED- There are still gay conversion camps in the US that believe you
can pray the gay away. Joel Edgerton stars in and directs an all star cast of
Nicole Kidman and Russell Crow of parents living in the American South
wanting to "help" their son. Moving. SKY MOVIES

www. l i q u i d ma r ma l a d e . c o m

THE SPIRAL - An intelligent French
police drama - who is on the take and
who is honest. Reminds me of the Wire yeah it's good. NETFLIX or BBC
IPLAYER
MILLION DOLLAR WEDDING
PLANNER - When money is no option
you can have the wedding of your
dreams. If you've watched the film:
Crazy Rich Asians, then welcome to the
reality. Love the couple who said "we
have no budget"!!
BBC Iplayer

DUVET DAYS
YOU - This isn't based on real life but
I know plenty of people who post
their entire life on social media.
Binge worthy and a little silly
towards the end but enjoyable. A guy
finds out everything about the girl
he's stalking all from her Facebook
and Instagram... NETFLIX
THE CROWN- The saga of the British
Royal Families trials and tribulations
continue from 1960s-80s. Will Olivia
Colman and Tobias Menzies be any
good as Liz and Phil? NETFLIX

